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The theory ofquantification is a method ofstatistical data analysis ofcategorical data. In other words,
thisisakindofdatatheory and isclosely related tooptimum scaling method. Thismethod hasbeenmainly
developed by Guttman in Israel and Hayashi in Japan. The multidimensional scaling method, which has
beenrecentlydeveloped, isconsidered tobeacontinuationofthetheoryofquantification. Tanakadiscussed
mathematically some ofHayashi's methods ofquantification. The present paper, gives an overview ofthe
methods developed by him and other closely related methods and gives the orientation of those methods
introduced by Tanaka. Then, as an illustration ofexploratory categorical data analysis, the experimental
data of Grizzle are analyzed by using the second method of quantification. The data structure is shown
heuristically as a spatial configuration of factors in two-dimensional Euclidean space.
Tanakadiscussed my early methods ofquantifica-
tion from the stand point of mathematical statistics
andaddedhisnewly developed method inthecase of
ordered categories with some asymptotic theories
(1).
The terminology and notations in his paper are
somewhat different from those in my papers. It is
only remarked here that external criterion or criter-
ion variable is used for outside criterion or outside
variable in my original papers. As for the notations,
readers must carefully follow. The method ofquan-
tificationisconsidered to be akind ofscalingmethod
ofcategorical data. The most important problem of
quantification, both in fundamental idea and in
methodology, is assigning numerical vectors to
categorical data from the point ofview ofoptimiza-
tion for our purpose under some minimum assump-
tions. The idea is briefly described in a previous
paper (2). From this idea, many methods including
thefourmethodsdetailed inTanaka'spaper(1), have
been developed; these are shown in Table 1.
This list contains the methods of quantification
published by Hayashi with some closely related im-
portantmethods toorientate his methods. Ofcourse,
this is not exhaustive; besides these, interesting
methods have been developed by Hayashi's col-
leagues inside or outside Japan. The methods of
quantification are frequently used in data analysis
because the computer programs are now available in
some of them as Tanaka mentioned.
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The leading ideas in the methods ofquantification
play a productive role in data analysis and in de-
veloping new statistical methods necessary for de-
tective analysis of data. For example, the fourth
method gives one similar realization of the aim of
nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) (17-23)
and naturally proceeds to MDS.
Some comments are added here. Usually the re-
sponses are given in the form,t
8i(,kj) = 1, the i-th element responses in
the kj category in thej-th item
= 0, otherwise
However, we often meet the situation that the re-
sponses are not always determinative but may be
expressed as a probabilistic event. In this case
84,ki) = Phy,k)
ifiEh; h = 1, 2, ..., H; H« N (size of sample),
where
1-ph(j,,kj) > 0
and
Xph(j,kj) = 1 for allj
kj
tIn Tanaka's paper,
r1, if subject a belongs to categoryi
x.i)= of the i-th attribute item
0, otherwise
is used for the 1st method, while othernotations are used for the
sane event, in other methods.
October 1979 125Table1.Methodofquantification (orscaling) asonetypeofanalysis
ofcategorical data.a
I. Existence of outside variable
(quantification orscalingoffactors forestimatingoutside
variable)
A. Numerical outside variable
1. Unidimensional
1st method (one type of regression analysis)
2. Multidimensional
1st method (by means ofavectorcorrelation coef-
ficient)
B. Categorical outside variable
1. Classification into two groups
a. Absolute inference
(1) Discrimination based on a measure ofcor-
relation ratio; second method (one type of
discriminant analysis)
(2) Discrimination based on a measure of suc-
cess rate of estimation (or prediction)
b. Relative inference
Guttman's quantification method of categori-
cal factors in case of paired comparison
2. Classification into more than three groups
a. Absolute inference
(1) Unidimensional or ordered classification
2nd method (scaling by assignment of uni-
dimensional numerical value based on cor-
relation ratio
(2) Multidimensional or unordered classifica-
tion
(a) Scaling by assignment of multidimen-
sional numerical values based on
generalized correlation ratio (2nd
method)
(b) Unidimensional scaling of multifactors
(multidimensional metrical space con-
struction by multifactors) based on
generalized variance
b. Relative inference
(1) By paired comparison (application of 2nd
method orGuttman's method generalized)
(2) By simultaneous manyobjects comparison
(e.g., ordering ofN objects); application of
2nd method
II. Nonexistence of outside variable
(quantification or scaling of factors for understanding
their data structure)
A. Data based on response pattern of elements
1. Representation ofa degree ofmutual dependence
between two variables; quantification ofcategori-
cal variable by maximization ofcorrelation coeffi-
cient
2. Construction ofspatialconfiguration ofdatabased
on relations among more than three variables;
third method (in the case ofthose variables being
numerical, factoranalysis orprincipal component
analysis may be used under some strict condi-
tions)
B. Data based on relations between (among) elements
1. Numerical representation ofsimilarity or dissimi-
larity
a. Between two elements
(1) Nonmetrical treatment ifvalid; 4th method
(e -type quantification by use of informa-
tion of those relations with flexibility)
(2) Metrical treatment ifvalid; K-L type quan-
tification and Torgerson-Gower method
b. Among more than three elements
(1) Nonmetrical treatment if valid; e,k-type
quantification; generalization of 4th
method
(2) Metrical treatment if valid; Torgerson's
metrical multidimensional scaling or MDS
2. Nonmetrical representation
a. Representation of relations between two ele-
dients by an absolute judgement or criterion
(1) Rank-ordered representation of similarity
or dissimilarity; nonmetric MDS
(a) Shepard method
(b) Kruskal method
(c) Smallest space analysis, SSA (Gutt-
man, Lingoes)
(d) Individual difference model (Carroll)
(e) Asymmetric model (Young, Hayashi)
(2) Belonging representation of similarity or
dissimilarity to rank-ordered group: non-
metric MDS (Minimum Dimension
Analysis MDA or MDA-OR)
(3) Nominal classification; MDA-UO
b. Representation of relations by a relative
judgement
(1) By paired comparison (Hayashi's multi-
dimensional unfolding method)
(2) By simultaneous many objects compari-
son; Coomb's multidimensional unfolding
method
aHayashi's papers on the theoretical aspects of the method of
quantification are listed in the references (3-16).
ph(,kj) denotes the probability that i element re-
sponses in categorykjofthej-th item wheni belongs
to h class. Even in such cases, the calculation in
methods ofquantification is done in quite the same
way as in the dichotomous 1, 0 responses. The in-
formation ofiE h andpis must be given in the data.
Forexample,H = 3.,h = +, +, - initem 1 which has
of course three categories +, ±, -. It is supposed
that
p+(l,+) = 0.80, p+(l, ) = 0.15, p+(1, -) = 0.05
if there are i responses in + in item 1,
p+(1, +) = 0.20, p+(1, +) = 0.60, p+(1, -) = 0.20
if there are i responses in ±, and
p_(l, +) = O.OO, (1 +±) = 0.10, p1-) = 0.90
if there are i responses in -.
This model must be verified; also the values ofprob-
ability must be estimated by some fundamental re-
search before the present analysis. This idea may be
crucial in some medical data. From our experience,
fluctuation of measurement data which is due to
bioactivity and measurement error is not usually
neglected and fairly large even if the conditions of
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Microcardial
scar Infarct s
- - nrl
_ + 72
+ - 773
+ + 774
subject
I
Table 3. Factors x . . (k,l).a
k = 1 Location and race
New Orleans, white
(I = 1) sll
Oslo (I = 2) S12
New Orleans, Negro
(I = 3) s13
k = 2 Age
35-44 (1= I)S21
45-54 (I = 2) S22
55-64 (I = 3) s23
65-69 (I = 4) s24
"s,zmeans numerical vectorgiven tocategoryI in thek-th item.
measurements are strictly regulated.
As an illustration of the second method of quan-
tification, the data ofTable 3 in Grizzle's paper (24)
on cases ofcoronary heart disease classified by type
oflesion, age, location and race are used. These data
are reproduced in Table 2. Howeverthis application
may not be satisfied because ofthe properties ofthe
data; this analysis will be done forthe understanding
of the second method.
According to Tanaka's notation, we have the fac-
tors listed in Table 3.
Subjectjbelongs to one ofthe 7randhas aresponse
in one category in item 1, i.e., location and race
(k = 1), New Orleans white, Oslo, New Orleans
Negro and a response in one category in item 2, i.e.
age (k = 2), 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-69. Grizzles data
are rewritten as convenient for understanding ofthe
second method in Table 4.
This analysis gives an information for an indi-
vidual element (subject) of a group while Grizzle's
result gives an information for in-group relations.
Note that the meaning is ratherdifferent. Apartfrom
this point, the calculation is shown as below. The
numerical vectors given to item-categories and the
calculated mean values of external criteria Y(CWi.are
Table 4. Data of Grizzle as presented without weighting.
Location
and race Age
Myocardial
scar Infarct 11 12 13 21 22 23 24 Total
- - 40 28 18 20 26 32 8 86
- + 94 49 32 18 42 82 33 175
+ - 61 75 33 10 37 81 41 169
+ + 46 71 11 14 29 62 23 128
11 New Orleans White 241 0 0 29 66 114 32
12 Oslo 223 0 17 32 110 64
13 New Orleans Negro 94 16 36 33 9 N
21 Age 35-44 (Symmetry) 62 0 0 0 558
22 45-54 134 0 0
23 55-64 257 0
24 65-69 105
Table 5. Numerical vectors given to Skl-
Size of
k 1st dimension 2nd dimension 3rd dimension sample
1 New Orleans White 1 -0.63 0.43 0.84 241
Oslo 2 0.89 -0.89 -0.13 223
New Orleans Negro 3 -0.49 1.02 -1.84 94
2 Age 35-44 1 -1.46 -1.87 -0.40 62
45-54 2 -0.21 -0.54 -0.16 134
55-64 3 0.25 0.25 0.30 257
65-69 4 0.51 1.18 -1.18 -0.28
105
558
(total)
October 1979 1272nd dimension
Negro * 65-69
0
White
55-64 1st
dimension
45-54 * Oslo
* 35-44
FIGURE 1. Vector Skl.
Table 6. Mean value Y(,)i. of external criteria.
Ist 2nd 3rd Size of
dimension dimension dimension sample
- - -0.37 -0.27 -0.10 86
- + -0.17 0.18 0.08 175
+ - 0.18 0.14 -0.10 169
+ + 0.23 -0.25 0.08 128
558
(total)
shown in Tables 5 and 6 when the total variance is
taken to be equal to 1.
The square root of correlation ratios which are
obtained as latent roots in the latent equation are
0.23,0.20, and0.09respectively. Thefirstdimension
and second dimension are adopted corresponding to
the maximum and second maximum latent root. To
make clear the features, Ski and Y(C,t. are shown in
Figures 1 and 2. However, the discrimination power
maybeweak, as expected from the properties ofthe
data; the configuration is interesting and the data
structure is well shown.
In Figure 1, age has a linear structure and, New
Orleans white and New Orleans Negro have similar
features, quite different from Oslo. It is observed in
Figure2thatthe valuesinthefirstdimensiongivethe
discrimination between myocardinal scar existence
and nonexistence, whereas the values in the second
2nd dimension
* *0+ ~ 1st
dimension **++
FIGURE 2. Mean value Y(c)..
dimension give the discrimination between positive
relation (++, --) and negative relation (+-, -+).
The correspondence of Figure 1 to Figure 2 reveals
the meaning of items.
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